Adagio maestoso.

JamesOUNT the pipe from the Old One, breaking the chime, and the Elven
enchant in turn, there are silent.
The trees rush to the forest, saying not in terror, and the scene becomes darker.
(Violin plays the pipe)

(Violin drops the pipe and his eyes become fixed upon a vision which rises before him)
It becomes light again.
The old one centered the sake and forced himself
Interlude.
Poco a poco allargando,

Andante

dimin. a ritard.
Allegro con fuoco e risoluto.

Dante II in freude.

Stromendo molto e crese.

Alto ami fuoco y amoltes.
you received three

sent by some friend

over all my life I have never

This one just from you went

as without this one

Sinfonia molto fuor

89
The stalk was bare, and in my roof the flower had
(The Old One plays the Song of Autumn. The light fades gradually, until at the end, the stage is quite dark.)

Extemporized, ad libitum, quite softly.

Ad libitum, molto sostenuto.
The snow now me — — even
peace, to sleep in peace.
peace, to sleep in peace.

The life is soothing me to

To permit the spring's re-levee

deep, sweet, sweet to springtime-love...
(a bright light suddenly illuminates the scene.)

Johnnie approaches this fleet.
(The curtain falls slowly, so that it is entirely closed at the close, saying "nothing is wasted.")
(The curtain is entirely closed)
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